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Abstract

SIMD processors are increasingly used in embedded
systems for multi-media applications because of their
area- and energy-efficiency. Communication between
the processing elements (PEs) in an SIMD proces-
sor has remained a cause of inefficiency however; the
SIMD concept prescribes that all PEs communicate in
the same clock cycle. Existing SIMD architectures solve
this problem either by multi-hop communication (caus-
ing cycle overhead), or by a fully connected communi-
cation network (causing area overhead).

To solve the communication bottleneck, we propose
a reconfigurable SIMD architecture (RC-SIMD) with a
set of delay-lines in the instruction bus, distributing
the accesses to the communication network over time.
We can (re-)configure the size and number of delay-
lines, a specific configuration representing a trade-off
between the number of clock cycles and the length of
a clock period. Reconfiguration time is typically much
less than 1% of the execution time of an algorithm,
and the extra configuration hardware is less than 2%.
Experiments show that our reconfigurable architecture
achieves (on average) more than 10% performance im-
provement over a non-reconfigurable architecture.

1 Introduction

Video, graphics, and gaming applications increas-
ingly pose some of the most challenging demands on
the computational capabilities of consumer-oriented
devices. For reasons of excessive power consumption
and cost, general-purpose processors do not offer vi-
able solutions matching these requirements. Solutions
should therefore be sought in MIMD (Multiple Instruc-
tion Multiple Data) (e.g., the cell-based architecture
for PlayStation3 [6]) or SIMD (Single Instruction Mul-
tiple Data) architectures. SIMD architectures are espe-
cially efficient for the mentioned applications because
their repetitive structure matches the data-parallel ex-
ecution pattern inherent in pixel-type processing.

One of the most debatable aspects of an SIMD archi-
tecture however, is its communication infrastructure.
To illustrate the problem, consider two extremes of an
SIMD communication architecture. In the first archi-

tecture (locally connected SIMD: LC-SIMD), 320 se-
quential PEs can communicate with their direct neigh-
bors only. Mapping a 13-tap horizontal filter to this
architecture, each PE n requires pixel values from PE
n − 6 to PE n + 6. In that case, almost 50% of
time and resources is spent on shifting values to neigh-
boring PEs, which is an intolerable overhead. The
other extreme (fully connected SIMD: FC-SIMD) has
a much richer communication architecture, supporting
single-cycle communication within a neighborhood of 6
PEs. It requires at least a network with 6 (segmented)
busses, since all 6 PEs in a neighborhood access the bus
network at the same time. Because it is dimensioned
for high peak bandwidth, this yields low bus-utilization
and a rigid bus structure that eludes the possibility
to adapt to application characteristics (e.g., maximum
neighborhood communication).

In [5] we introduced a new SIMD architecture (RC-
SIMD) with a delay line in the instruction bus. The de-
lay line distributes bus accesses of consecutive PEs over
successive clock cycles, drastically reducing peak bus
bandwidth requirements. We showed that this archi-
tecture requires only 10% more area than a (cheap) LC-
SIMD, whereas the performance (in number of cycles)
is almost equal to that of an (expensive) FC-SIMD.
We solved the corresponding scheduling problem via
a precise resource conflict model. We also mentioned
that our architecture can in principle be adapted to
a specific communication neighborhood size. In this
paper we focus on these (re-)configuration aspects of
RC-SIMD, and determine the cost and gain of this flex-
ibility by comparing area and performance to that of
an RC-SIMD with a fixed neighborhood size.

Our paper is organized as follows. The RC-SIMD
architecture is explained in Section 2. In Section 3,
we explain the reconfigurability aspects of RC-SIMD.
The programming of the reconfigurable part is stud-
ied in Section 4. We present experimental results and
a comparison with non-reconfigurable architectures in
Section 5, and end with conclusions.

2 Architecture

The communication dilemma in SIMD processors
is well-recognized. It stems from the time-consuming
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Figure 1. Reconfigurable Communication SIMD (RC-SIMD) architecture.

shift overhead in locally connected and the costly net-
work in fully connected communication architectures.
As illustrated in [4], the problem is intensified by the
fact that all PEs used in an SIMD fashion need to
access the communication infrastructure at the same
time. This bottleneck can thus be overcome by ensur-
ing that an SIMD instruction reaches the various PEs
at different points in time. One way to realize this idea
is with the architecture depicted in Figure 1.

The architecture has two segmented unidirectional
communication busses (bottom of Figure 1), one for
left-hand and one for right-hand traffic. Using the mul-
tiplexors, each PE can choose to pass the value already
on the bus, or to put itself a value on the bus. This
allows for simultaneous communication, for example
from PE1 to PE3 and from PE3 to PE5, over differ-
ent segments of the same bus. The real novelty of this
architecture is the delay line in the instruction distribu-
tion (top of Figure 1). Assuming that the multiplexors
receive their inputs from the delay registers, successive
PEs receive the same instructions (like any SIMD), but
in successive clock cycles. This architecture therefore
has the same advantages as other SIMD architectures
(i.e., small code size), but the communication bottle-
neck identified above is no longer present. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 2, where an algorithm is scheduled
on an SIMD architecture without and with a delay line
in the instruction distribution. In these schedules, op-
eration LD+2 on PE0 (clock cycle 4) means loading a
value from PE2 (PE0+2). The attentive reader may
notice that the schedule in Figure 2 (b) is actually also
invalid (PE0 and PE2 use multiplexor S2 at the same
time in cycle 6). In [5], this problem is solved by defin-
ing a proper resource conflict model for an instruction
scheduler. Figure 2 (c) shows a valid schedule for this
example when using an extended version of the FACTS

scheduler [3] for this architecture.

3 A Reconfigurable Architecture

Reconfigurability The architecture with a fixed de-
lay line has several drawbacks. The most severe one is
the extreme run-in phenomenon. In an architecture
with, e.g., 320 PEs, it takes 320 cycles for the first in-
struction to reach PE319, which is clearly undesirable.
Another issue is the size of the conflict model, which
may cause severe run-time problems for the compiler.

A relatively simple idea shown in Figure 1 can solve
all these problems. Using the multiplexor for selecting
the instruction and the flip-flop to store the control-
signal of the multiplexor, each PE can be configured
to either take the instruction delayed by the previous
PE or the un-delayed instruction from the instruction
bus. Suppose that the maximum neighborhood com-
munication in an algorithm is k. We then configure the
multiplexors I0, I1, ... such that PEn receives instruc-
tions with n mod k clock cycles delay.

Flexible clock frequency The clock frequency is
upper bounded by the longest delay through the seg-
ments and multiplexors (the maximum neighborhood
communication). The architecture itself does not pose
any limits on that; in theory it allows 1 clock-cycle com-
munication between PE0 and PE319, albeit with a very
low clock frequency. The maximum clock frequency is
determined by the maximum neighborhood communi-
cation as allowed by the compiler (or vice versa). The
compiler is therefore parameterizable with respect to
the maximum neighborhood communication.

To determine the clock frequency in RC-SIMD, we
motivate this assumption that PEs can do the compu-
tation and communication in one clock cycle. It means
that each PE can receive data from the other PEs, use
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Figure 2. Schedule of a 4-tap filter on the SIMD architecture of Figure 1 without (a) and with (b) delay
line in the instruction distribution. (c) A valid schedule without any conflicts.

this value as an input for the ALU, and compute and
write the result in a register in one clock cycle. The
clock cycle time is determined by the maximum length
of the critical path which is the time of the computa-
tion plus communication over the PEs:

Tclockcycle = Tcomputation + Tcommunication &
Tcomputation = Tread−reg + TALU + Twrite−reg

(1)

Tcomputation is constant but Tcommunication depends on
the architecture configuration. Changing the maxi-
mum neighborhood communication distance k, allows
to tune the clock frequency for different applications
(Tcommunication = k∗Tmux2×1). In CMOS 0.18 micron,
the delay of a multiplexor and computation are about
0.11 ns and 2.5 ns, resp. [7, 1]. Section 5 shows that by
changing k, it is possible to tune the architecture for
different algorithms to improve performance.

4 Programming

Configuration All PEs are controlled by a control
processor that reads the program from program mem-
ory and distributes instructions to all PEs. Before dis-
tributing instructions to PEs the control processor has
to configure the multiplexors (I0, I1,...) based on the
k which is determined by the compiler and also set
the clock frequency to achieve the best performance
for each kernel. For programming the PEs, we add
two instructions to the instruction set: a) RESET: By
receiving this instruction, each PE configures its mul-
tiplexor (I0, I1,...) to receive instructions from the un-
delayed instruction bus. Therefore, all PEs can receive
the new configuration at the same time. b) SET: The
control processor sends the value of k via this instruc-
tion. Each PE compares the value of k to its PE-ID
(the number of the PE: 0 for PE0, 1 for PE1,...; hence
each PE needs one hard-wired register to store its PE-
ID). If the PE-ID mod k equals zero (multiple of k),

the PE configures its multiplexor to receive its instruc-
tions from the un-delayed bus; otherwise, it receives
them from the delayed bus.

RC-SIMD supports reconfiguration at run-time,
e.g., in between different kernels in one application. Be-
fore sending the instructions for a new kernel to PEs,
the control processor sends the RESET instruction to
reset the multiplexors and then sends the SET instruc-
tion to configure multiplexors. The number of cycles
needed to program the multiplexors is:

Ncyclesprog = NcyclesRESET + NcyclesSET (2)

In most kernels, we observed that, the maximum neigh-
borhood communication is less than 25, so the number
of cycles spent on receiving the RESET instruction by
all the PEs is less than 25 (due to the delay registers in
the instruction bus). Furthermore, the SET instruction
(PE-ID mod k) needs about 10 cycles. Therefore, the
total cycle overhead for programming the multiplexors
is usually less than 35 cycles which is far less than 1%
of the typical execution time of kernels.

Timing The compiler determines for each loop ker-
nel an appropriate neighborhoods size k. Using equa-
tion 1, it computes the corresponding clock frequency.
With regard to clock generation, we assume that an
RC-SIMD processor is applied in a system-on-chip with
multiple components. In these systems a master clock
is generated (using a PLL) with a very high clock
frequency. Individual clock signals for the different
components are derived from the master clock using
clock division. Especially power-aware systems have
the means to scale down the clock by adjusting the di-
vider. This adjustment is typically performed in 1 or 2
clock cycles. We assume that we have the same means
at our disposal, and for that reason do not describe
clock generation or adjustment in more detail.
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Figure 3. Performance for different k values.

Table 1. Performance improvement.

5 Experiments

As performance benchmarks, we chose several fre-
quently used communication kernels from the image
processing domain (Haar filter, sobel, convolution, Ga-
bor filter) [2]. Each kernel was implemented on RC-
SIMD architectures with different maximum neighbor
communication k, 0 < k ≤ 16. Our compiler [5] inserts
fetch and put instructions to segment communication
when it exceeds k. Figure 3 shows the results. The best
performance for a kernel is when k equals the maximum
neighbor communication in the kernel. By changing
the value of k, it is possible to reconfigure RC-SIMD
to get a better performance for different kernels. Table
1 shows that, by using RC-SIMD and tuning the clock
frequency, it is possible to achieve a performance gain
(on average) of more than 10% in comparison with a
fixed clock frequency non-reconfigurable architecture.
The reference configuration has k = 6, which is the
average of the best points for all kernels.

The reconfigurable part of RC-SIMD includes the

Figure 4. Area overhead.

multiplexors I0, I1,... and the one-bit flip-flops to store
the multiplexor configuration during the execution of
each kernel. Figure 4 shows the area overhead of the re-
configurable architecture in comparison with the non-
reconfigurable architecture with the number of PEs
ranging from 1 to 256. It shows that the overhead
of the reconfigurable architecture is less than 2%.
6 Conclusions

We examined the (re-)configuration aspects of RC-
SIMD, a new SIMD architecture proposed to solve
the communication bottleneck in current SIMD ar-
chitectures, caused either by timing overhead in lo-
cally connected architectures or area overhead in more
richly connected architectures. RC-SIMD solves the
bottleneck with a set of delay lines in the instruc-
tion bus, distributing bus accesses over time. We can
(re-)configure the amount of unit-delay (per PE) via a
simple mechanism that adds less than 2% area. Since
different configurations correspond to both different
schedules and different clock frequencies, each config-
uration represents a trade-off between cycle time and
number of cycles. We have demonstrated the process
of (re-)configuration, the required hardware, and the
extension to the instruction-set of the PEs. Experi-
ments show (on average) more than 10% performance
improvement over a non-reconfigurable architecture.
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